Slip resistance explained

Step: a versatile performance product
Forbo’s engineered layered construction of all Step products offers

SLIP RESISTANT NORMS

the best in heterogeneous product properties delivering optimal
Step is:

performance.
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A sustainable, lifetime performance
as a result of particles throughout
the matrix of the product is the
requirement to comply with EN
13845. This standard specifies the
requirements that must be met to
ensure durable slip resistance in
varying degrees of usage intensity.
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Floors are often evaluated on slip resistance
performance by using the R-scale, which is
linked to the Din 51130 standard. Measuring
slip resistance on a ramp covered with oil
at different angles and thereby resulting in
different classes of slip. Step safety flooring
is covering the most relevant classes of
R10 to R12, in a comprehensive range of
products that are use in conditions where
footwear is the standard.

For products used in barefoot areas,
DIN51097 applies. The testing method is
similar to that of the DIN 51130, but this
time the product is flooded with a ‘soap and
water’ solutions, a testing method that is
more relevant to the barefoot applications.
The Step range also offers unique solutions
up to the highest class in barefoot safety
performance. By choosing the right Step
floor for the right application one can
prevent the potential for accidents caused
by slipping significantly.

The performance of Step starts with
its compact calendered backing that
allows high static and dynamic loads
and minimizes residual indentation.
In addition the backing of our Step
products is consisting for 70% out of
controlled recycled material, delivering
environmental performance as well. The
flexible reinforced glass fleece offers optimal
dimension stability. For Step the important
performance criteria are delivered at the top
of the product.

that has a structure which allows easy
cleaning and maintenance, dirt and soil
repellent on a very high hygienic level.
Step Wetroom embossing structures
are designed for purpose: organic and
hygienic; yet comfortable and attractive.
Forbo has designed all Step products to
have the cleanest possible visual look,
not jeopardizing the functionality of the
product. For this purpose the Step Crystals
was developed, which is used in many of
our designs.

Recycled Step Crystals are present in
the upper layer of the product and the
PUR protection delivers a silk matt finish
that optimizes appearance retention
and is guaranteed for warranty lifetime
and beyond. Even under high traffic
conditions maintenance properties
are world class and the beauty of the
product is not endangered throughout
its life time. PUR finishes are tough and
resistant against scratches and offer
optimal stain and chemical resistance as
required in many applications. Most of
the Step products come with a PUR Pearl
embossing: a natural matt surface gloss

Step Crystals offer a clear design visual
and will decrease soiling further due to its
small particle size. Step Chrystals also are
a sustainable choice since they is made
from recycled material. Additional design
changes were made to clean up and
brighten the particle look of our products
(see picture).

• A
 suitable, durable slip resistant
floor covering…
• that is very easy to clean and
maintain…
• with flexible glass fleece
reinforcement for superior
dimensional stability…
• a matt surface design for natural
appearance…
• with a wide range of colours
and natural designs for creative
solutions…
• that can be combined with other
Forbo flooring solutions.
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Apart from the Surestep Design products,
such as Wood, -Stone, -Mineral and –
Texture, all are coloured Step products are
produced with a pure PVC pigmented top
layer.

All Step floors comply with
EN13845.
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